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Lesson 37 Objective: Students will use all steps to write a persuasive 5-paragraph essay

(Pre-write, Rough Draft, Revise, Edit)

Activities:

• Tell students that when you applied for your job about 60 other people applied for the same
job. What do you think made me stand out from all the other applicants?

• Put the following two prompts on the board.

Write an essay about the qualities you would expect to find in an outstanding teacher. 
Include three qualities an outstanding teacher would possess.
Informative

Write an essay convincing your readers why you should be chosen as principal for a day
in your school.  Include three traits you possess which makes you the perfect candidate.
Persuasive

What similarities do you see between the two prompts?  What differences do you see?
Although they are both about people in school, the first prompt asks you to inform the
reader about the qualities a great teacher possesses. The second prompt asks you to
convince other people why you would make a good principal.

• Students are now going to write a multiple paragraph essay applying for the position of
principal.  Read the poem “If I Were the Principal” by Ken Nesbitt. Discuss with students the
idea of a job application. Their earlier paper focused on the students informing others on
what makes an outstanding teacher. During this writing activity, students will think about
why someone should hire them to be principal of their school.

• Brainstorm with students qualities of a good leader/principal. A tip will be to have students
think of character traits as reasons. Example: I am responsible, I am creative, and I am
empathetic to the people around me. Have students choose three traits from the list or
come up with their own traits. Put these traits on the big idea side of the plan. Before

Traits: Ideas, Organization, Sentence Fluency, Word 
Choice, Voice, Conventions, Presentation

(15) Writing/Writing Process. Students use elements
of the writing process (planning, drafting, revising,
editing, and publishing) to compose text. Students
are expected to:

(A) plan a first draft by selecting a genre appropriate
for conveying the intended meaning to an audience,
determining appropriate topics through a range of
strategies (e.g., discussion, background reading,
personal interests, interviews), and developing a
thesis or controlling idea
(B) develop drafts by choosing an appropriate
organizational strategy (e.g., sequence of
events, cause-effect, compare-contrast) and building
on ideas to create a focused, organized, and
coherent piece of writing
(C) revise drafts to clarify meaning, enhance style,
include simple and compound sentences, and
improve transitions by adding, deleting, combining,
and rearranging sentences or larger units of text
after rethinking how well questions of purpose,
audience, and genre have been addressed
(D) edit drafts for grammar, mechanics, and spelling
(E) revise final draft in response to feedback from
peers and teacher and publish written work for
appropriate audiences.

(19) Writing/Persuasive Texts. Students write
persuasive texts to influence the attitudes or actions
of a specific audience on specific issues. Students are
expected to write persuasive essays for appropriate
audiences that establish a position and include
sound reasoning, detailed and relevant evidence,
and consideration of alternatives.
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students begin to incorporate their details on the plan, discuss the following. Students need
to understand that they must think through what they choose to write about. Think about
the following questions when choosing your big ideas:

Why is this quality important?

How does this quality improve the lives of students?

Who would care about this quality?

When writing a persuasive paper, students will need to focus on word choice in their graphic
organizer. Their big ideas will be the reasons, and the details/shows are examples that support
that big idea and convince someone else. In persuasive writing we do not use the words I think
or I feel.  Instead we use words like I am, I know, The reason, etc. The language used should be
matter of fact. For example: “I think I am responsible” is a poor example of being matter of fact.
“I am responsible” leaves no room for anyone to have a different opinion.

• Students will need 1 sheet of paper for each big idea. The details for each big idea go on
the right side.  Students need to think of specific examples that illustrate them showing this
character trait.  It is not enough to say I am responsible in all areas of my life. The details must
be specific and clearly show the character trait used. For example, if a student’s big idea is
“I am responsible in all areas of my life,” a poor detail would be: I am responsible at home.
A better detail would be: I always remember to make my bed, feed my dog, and take out the
trash the day it is collected. Students would then give an example of being responsible in
other areas of their lives.

• This writing should also be in the format of a 5-paragraph essay. Review the components
of the essay with students throughout the writing. You may choose to go paragraph by
paragraph with your students or allow them to write independently

• This is a good time to discuss with students the idea of order in a piece of writing. When
they look at their big idea/reasons, they should decide which reason is most powerful.
Where will that idea be most effective? Authors often choose to put their reasons in order
of importance, with the most important reason being last. Ask students why they think

(20) Oral and Written Conventions/Conventions.
Students understand the function of and use the
conventions of academic language when speaking
and writing. Students continue to apply earlier
standards with greater complexity. Students are
expected to:

(A) use and understand the function of the following
parts of speech in the context of reading, writing,
and speaking:
(i) verbs (irregular verbs and active voice)
(ii) collective nouns (e.g., class, public)
(viii) transitional words (e.g., also, therefore)
(B) use the complete subject and the complete
predicate in a sentence
(C) use complete simple and compound sentences
with correct subject-verb agreement.
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this might be the case. The order of big ideas and supporting details can be changed at
the writer’s discretion. Continue to have students write each supporting paragraph on a
separate sheet of paper. This makes it much easier for students to rearrange their papers
once they are written.

• Make sure students follow the writing process. After the rough draft has been completed, provide
students time to go through the revision process with a partner, making sure that they give each
other feedback on ways to improve the writing. Students will read their partner’s essay and will
circle one sentence in each big idea paragraph for the writer to improve. As students will finish
their essay writing at different times, this is a great opportunity for you to bring together small
groups of students and revisit some of the strategies you use to stretch a sentence.

• As with any writing taken through the entire writing process, students must check their work
for CUPS errors. Remember to have students place their Editor placard on their desk before
they begin the editing phase.

• Remind 5th grade students that they must be on the lookout for convention errors.  Looking
for errors requires a systematic approach. Break conventions down to one skill at a time.
Have students check each sentence of their writing for capitalization. On the rough draft
copy of their writing, have students trace every capital letter with a green colored pencil. Do
they find any words with capitalization errors?

• Repeat this process for punctuation with a red colored pencil and spelling and usage with
an orange and blue colored pencil. As students are editing their paper, they may want to
again revise their writing with word choice or sentence fluency. If they alter their
sentences, they must also check the new sentence for editing errors.

• Provide students with additional opportunities to practice persuasive writing, whether you
decide on a single paragraph essay or a multiple paragraph essay. You might want students
to apply for another job – either actual or fanciful. This is a great time to use your
Science or Social Studies curriculum.




